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ASCWU and arts fee
proponents butt heads
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CBD products could
be big business
IHNE, CNE and CE.
IHNE is derived from industrial hemp; it is non-euphoric and
Cannabidiol (CBD) has been has a THC content lower than
generating a lot of attention the federally allowed threshold
of .3 percent.
lately.
CNE is derived from cannabis
CBD is a common cannabinoid found in hemp and canna- ﬂowers and is also non-euphoric,
bis, and it is largely credited as falling below the .3 percent THC
being one of the most medically threshold as well.
CE extracts may produce eubeneﬁcial compounds in mariphoric eﬀects, exceeding the .3
juana.
It has been touted as having percent THC limit.
The ﬁrst two CBD classiﬁca“anti-inﬂammatory, anti-pain,
anti-anxiety,
anti-psychotic tions, IHNE and CNE, allow
and anti-spasm eﬀects without producers to import and manufacture CBD
troubling
extracts in
lethargy or
dysphoria,”
It’s so much larger a legal gray
according to
than the cannabis base will area.
ordProjectCBD,
ever be; there are so many ingAtoc cStoltz,
an organizaapplications.
growing
tion which
hemp
in
promotes
-Michael Stoltz
America is
the mediciHempdiol Representative
fraught with
nal use of
legal
redCBD.
tape, so most
According to a presentation given at companies choose to import eiCannaCon by Michael Stoltz, ther raw product or extracts from
a representative for Hempdiol abroad.
The main exporters are growCBD powder, there are three different grades of CBD extracts: ers and producers in Europe and
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China, where laws are more lax.
According to Stoltz, some
variants of CBD extracts are
more commercially viable than
others.
“The mainstream movement
is that people really prefer powders,” Stoltz said.
This powder is derived from
large quantities of raw hemp.
Two and a half acres of hemp
equals one metric ton of raw
product, which is then reﬁned
down to around three to seven kilograms of actual CBD. The resulting product is then imported
to America and sold to vendors
or processors to mix into their
products such as cannabis wax,
ointments or other products.
High Times has already
hailed the CBD market as a potential modern gold rush, with
many companies rushing to get
in on the ground ﬂoor of production.
“It’s so much larger than the
cannabis base will ever be; there
are so many applications,” Stoltz
said.
So far, the arduous process of
growing hemp domestically has
kept many potential growers out
of the market, even with some
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CBD OR BUST CBD has long been hailed for its medicinal qualities.

loosening of restrictions in 2013.
Stoltz said the CBD market has
the potential to explode if these
restrictions are loosened. It could
provide a massive new industry
to growers in the mid-west.
However, the federal Food
and Drug Administration just issued a warning to several companies marketing their products as
high-CBD content, and the FDA
does not recognize CBD as being
intended to treat any diseases.
Some of these products, the FDA
claims, do not have any detectable CBD contents.
It is unclear what the implications of these warnings are,
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but it does cast a light on the
gray area CBD currently exists
in. If CBD products are to gain
increasing traction in coming
years, they must begin to come
under state and federal regulation to ensure they are actually
delivering what they promise to
consumers, Stoltz said.
Good
consumer-business
relations, coupled with the increase push for marijuana legalization all across the country,
could result in the fulﬁllment of
the CBD gold rush. Until then,
consumers, growers and processors are likely to remain a relatively niche product.
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Editorial policy: The Observer is a public forum for student expression, in which

student editors make policy and content decisions. The mission of the Observer is twofold: to serve Central Washington University as a newspaper and to provide training for
students who are seeking a career in journalism. The Observer seeks to provide complete,
accurate, dependable information to the campus and community; to provide a public
forum for the free debate of issues, ideas and problems facing the community at large,
and to be the best source for information, education and entertainment news. As a
training program, the Observer is the practical application of the theories and principles
of journalism. It teaches students to analyze and communicate information that is vital
to the decision making of the community at large. It provides a forum for students to
learn the ethics, values, and skills needed to succeed in their chosen career. If you have
questions call (509) 963-1073 or e-mail us at cwuobserver@gmail.com
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Student government and arts fee advocates find themselves on opposing sides
AND KYLE KUHN

Staff Reporter

Starting on May 4, 2015,
Central’s student body will vote
on the implementation of a new
$50 per quarter fee supporting
the arts programs.
If the fee is passed, it will generate approximately $1,125,000
annually for the Student Arts
Fund. The fund was created with
the vision of enhancing arts and
culture for both Central students
and the local community.
The proposal, which has received widespread support from
students within the College of
Arts and Humanities, has been
questioned by those outside of it.
Even though the proposed
fee would be generating money
for the aptly titled Student Arts
Fund, junior music education
major Brian Lawrence ensures
that beneﬁts won’t be limited
solely to arts students.
“The fund will serve every
single student at Central,” Lawrence said. “The arts are one of
the pillars of student life. If you
improve the arts, you improve
the entire campus.”
However, ASCWU--Central’s
student government--has publicly opposed the fee citing concerns with the proposal’s logistics
and methodology.
While the $50 arts fee has ofﬁcially been placed on the spring
ballot by means of a student
petition, the Student Arts Fund

Total Estimated : $1,125,000
Annual Reserve 5 %

Base Funding 15 %

Speaker / Performance 20 %

Program Specific 60 %

Arts fee info
Date: Students can vote on
the arts fee between May 4-7
either online or in the SURC.

Arts fee website:
artsarecentral.com

Funds: Projected to generate
around $1.125 dollar annually
for extra-curricular and cocurricular events designed to
benefit Central and the wider
Ellensburg community.
Concerns: While students
are voting on whether or not
to implement the fee, the
regulations on how the money
would be spent is still in a
draft phase.

JONATHAN GLOVER/OBSERVER

ARTS ARE CENTRAL The arts fee has been presented as a way to fund arts and events at Central.

proposal--the document address- fee will provide similar opporing exactly how the money will tunities for students who wish to
be spent--is still just a draft.
take advantage of them, such as
“Right now, we’ve got a draft free tickets to all concerts, perforbecause we’re still waiting for mances, and theatre productions
people
on
happening at
campus
to
Central.
give us feed“I don’t
Right now, we’ve got go to the
back on what
they’d
like
a draft because we’re still Re c re at i o n
changed,”
waiting for people on cam- Center but I
Scott Robinpus to give us feedback on have plenty
son, chair of
of
friends
what they’d like changed.
the theatre
who
do,”
department,
Lawrence
-Scott Robinson
said.
“Unsaid.
“Apfortunately,
Theatre Chair
proving the
we’ve got a
fee
would
lot of people
show a comwho don’t like it but don’t want mitment from other students,
to say what they’d like changed.” that they’re willing to invest in
Nick Shuey, Executive Vice their peers.”
President of ASCWU, believes
In addition to enhancing proa vote should be put oﬀ until a grams put on by the ﬁve departmore polished proposal is pre- ments represented within the
sented to the student body.
proposal, the Student Arts Fund
“If this passes, students are will also create a Speaker and
going to be charged $50 a quar- Performance Series that would
ter on a fee that has no approved bring distinguished professionals
plan regarding how to spend it,” from various academic ﬁelds to
Shuey said.
Central.
In the current Arts Fund
Up until 2012 Central oﬀered
proposal, money would be dis- the Presidential Speakers Series,
tributed as follows: 60 percent inviting high-proﬁle guests like
towards the ﬁve represented arts Ken Burns to come and give
programs--dance, ﬁlm and video keynote presentations to large
studies, art, music, and theatre audiences on campus. Now that
arts--35 percent towards the the program has been disconcreation of a Speaker and Per- tinued, proponents of the arts
formance series, and 5 percent fund see an opportunity to
towards a reserve fund that will bring something similar back
be saved for emergencies.
to the Ellensburg community.
The arts fee would operate in
“The goal of the Speakers
a similar fashion to the already Series is to bring in international
existent athletic fee.
scholars and speakers from all
While the vast majority of stu- disciplines to do master classes,
dents at Central don’t participate seminars, and workshops,” Lawin a sport, all students are still rence said. “Not just famous artcharged a $65 athletic fee every ists.”
quarter. In return for their investIn the proposal’s most recent
ment, students are given access draft, $225,000 of the $393,750
to facilities like the Recreation allocated to the Speaker and
Center while being provided free Performance Series would be set
admittance to all sporting events aside for salaried management
positions. One professional emon campus.
Lawrence says that the arts ployee would be hired to cover

“

marketing and advertising for passed, that $154,000 would be
speakers, while another would be drawn directly from the Student
hired to handle contracts.
Arts Fund, freeing up money for
Robinson says that the man- S&A to re-allocate throughout
agement oﬃce would also hire other programs.
a handful of student employees,
On April 13, 2015, ASCWU
upon need, to work directly un- voted in opposition of the arts
derneath the two professionals, fund.
creating unique job opportunities
According to Phil Rush, Vice
on campus.
President for Clubs and Organi“We’ve got kids in the arts who zations, inadequate representawant to make careers in PR and tion of the student body was the
advertising and management, so most prominent of their various
we want to give students an op- concerns.
portunity in an oﬃce that’s doing
Even though the arts fund is
that,” Robinson said.
intended to beneﬁt everybody,
Ryan Anderson, junior musi- Rush believes that the breakcal theatre and political science down of how money will be
major, has been the leading stu- spent paints a drastically diﬀerdent advocate in support of the ent picture.
Arts Fund. Anderson feels that
Other than free admittance to
the arts have taken a back seat performances, ASCWU doesn’t
at Central, ultimately creating see how increased funding within
a campus that lacks a sense of these academic departments can
culture and
possibly benidentity.
eﬁt non-arts
“ Pe o p l e
If this passes, students students.
don’t say ‘I
“There
are going to be charged $50 are 10,000
go to Central
a quarter on a fee that has students at
Washington
University.’
no approved plan regardi- Central who
It
doesn’t
aren’t seeing
ing how to spend it.
have a name
the same levfor
itself,”
el of beneﬁts
-Nick Shuey
Anderson
as the 720
ASCWU Executive Vice President
said. “This
who are en[arts fund]
rolled within
would create
the College
a name and an identity for Cen- of Arts and Humanities,” Rush
tral.”
said.
Anderson feels that students
He was also hesitant to comfrom all disciplines have some- pare the arts fee and athletics fee
thing to gain from an improved side by side.
arts program.
“The two fees aren’t synony“Having more funding would mous,” Rush said. “The athletic
bring a higher quality of edu- department isn’t an academic decation to Central, because arts partment. This [arts fee] is going
play such a crucial role in a well- towards replacing stage curtains
rounded education,” Anderson and other academic costs within
said.
an academic department.”
Another beneﬁt of the arts fee
Yosef Gamble, President of
would be the return of Services ASCWU, expressed concerns
and Activities (S&A) funding. about the large portion of monCurrently, the S&A Committee
allocates $154,000 per year to
See “ARTS” on P. 5
the arts. If the proposed fee is

“

“

Staff Reporter

“
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Meet the ASCWU candidates
Presidential Candidates

Election information
Date: May 4 - 7, results will

VP for Equity & Community Affairs

RYAN

JOSE

OLIVIA

YAZMIN

ANDERSON

GARCIA

DURHAM

AGUIL AR

be posted by midnight May
7. Students can vote either
online, or in the SURC.

Unopposed candidates
Executive Vice President:
John De Han

Anderson is a
junior, but
only in his
second year at Central.
He is double majoring in
musical theater and political
science, and he is also an Eagle
Scout.
Anderson is very involved
on campus and helped facilitate
the Kennedy Center American
College Theatre Festival last
February. Anderson is the current president of the Douglas
Honors College Student Association.
Anderson wants to push for
more thorough composting and
recycling at Central. He would
also like to begin discussions for
bringing bike lanes to campus.
“I want to bring more engaged discussions about what
students want on campus,” Anderson said.

Garcia
loves to help
people. He
is planning
on turning that passion into his
life’s work by making prosthetics. Garcia is working towards a
degree in mechanical engineering and hopes to get into Stanford’s graduate school.
If elected, Garcia said he
has three tasks he wants to start
working on immediately.
First, Garcia said he wants
to promote career services and
provide a “stronger base to
help [students] out for future
stronger resumes, better job
opportunities.”
Second, Garcia will meet
with clubs and departments to
see what they want to change.
Lastly, he wants to promote education on cultural diﬀerences
with the hope of making Central a closer community.

Olivia
Durham
is a sophomore and currently pursuing a
major in special education.
Durham said that she has
gained experience from working in the Oﬃce of Equity
Community Aﬀairs at Central.
She started working in that
position in September 2014
and it is what lead her to want
to run for the vice president of
equity and community aﬀairs
position.
“Defying segregation and
embracing individuality,” Durham said, is her platform.
She also wants to provide
opportunities for students’
voices to make a diﬀerence.
“I want to encourage students to work together to better
Central’s community and campus,” Durham said.

Classical Season

Joseph Stein’s

fiddler
n
o
the

roof
The beloved broadway musical

Aguilar
is a double
major
in
Spanish and
social services and plans on
transferring to the University
of Washington for her masters degree. Aguilar hopes to
pursue a career in the global
health ﬁeld to ensure everyone
who needs health care, gets the
care they need.
Aguilar previously held
the position of Vice President
while attending Columbia College.
If elected, Aguilar plans to
help students with internship
and volunteer opportunities.
“Some students feel they
don’t have enough hands-on
job experience when they graduate,” Aguilar said.
She also wants to continue
the special events that happen
on campus.

Brittany Kinsella

Vice President for
Academic Affairs:
Hauke Harfst

Vice President for
Student Life & Facilities
Write-in: Rene Mahnke and
Beatrice Wambui
PROFILES BY:
CLARISSA POSNER

Staff Reporter
MATT ESCAMILLA

Staff Reporter

#Read
T
heO 2015
CONTEST
WWW.CWUOBSERVER.COM

READERSHIP CONTEST!

HOW TO ENTER:

1. “Like” our Facebook page and tag us in a post
on your page with a picture of yourself reading The
Observer with the hashtag #ReadTheO2015
-OR2. “Like” our Facebook page and post a comment
on your facebook page about your favorite article
in this week’s edition of The Observer using the hashtag

u
Yo

#ReadTheO2015

Garcia will continue

Vice President for Clubs
& Organizations:

Once you complete step 1 or 2
you will be entered into a drawing for a
$10 Yellow Church Cafe giftcard.

A
N
I $10.00
W
d
ul
o
C

Gift Card

to The Yellow Church Cafe

3. See if you won! This contest will happen weekly,
and winners will be annunced in the following
week’s print edition.

MAY 8-9 & 14-16

MAY 10 & 17

McConnell Auditorium

McConnell Auditorium

7:30PM

THIS CONTEST SPONSORED BY THE OBSERVER & THE YELLOW CHURCH CAFE

2:00PM

featured songs

tradition

TS
TICKVEAILABLE

chavaleh

Advanced Purchase
Recommended

OA

ALS

if i were a rich man
matchmaker

cat
Wild op
Sh
& e
com
e
W l nter
Ce

TICKETS

sunrise, sunset
Stage Direction
Patrick Dizney

Musical Direction
David Brown

Vocal Direction
Terri Brown

FIDDLER ON THE ROOF is presented through special arrangement with Music Theatre International (MTI). All authorized performance materials are also
supplied by MTI. 421 West 54th Street, New York, NY 10019 — Phone: 212-541-4684 — Fax: 212-397-4684 — www.MTIShows.com

For more information visit
www.cwu.edu/theatre/current-productions

Ellensburg Canyon Winery

for a free wine tasting prepared just for them.
that is the Yakima Canyon Scenic By Way, bring
your picnic lunch, while kickin’ back and having fun.

Enjoy the
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ASCWU cont.
VP for Legislative Affairs

Unopposed
candidate’s
platforms
John De Han:

VIC

NINA

SAVINO

CALDWELL

S av i n o
is a sophomore aviation management major and currently
works as a legislative organizer
in the Oﬃce of Legislative Affairs.
Savino is also the secretary
of Central’s chapter of the
Washington Student Association.
From these positions, he has
experience working hands-on
with the current vice president
of legislative aﬀairs.
He wants to push for more
Central students to register to
vote.
“I want to reach out to clubs
and academic departments to
get them more informed about
college aﬀordability and accessibility issues and how they
can make a diﬀerence,” Savino
said.

Caldwell
is a law
and justice
major
with a minor in ethic studies.
Caldwell plans to go to law
school and become an attorney
with future political aspirations.
Caldwell has three major
positions that she is campaigning on.
First, she wants to make sure
students are being heard and
are aware of important information relevant to them and
their experience at Central.
“A vote for me is a vote
for you and your voice to be
heard,” Caldwell said.
Caldwell also wants to improve graduation rates by centralizing school resources.
Finally, Caldwell wants to
improve the student usage of,
and resources for, the health

DeHan is a junior, finance
and economics major. De Han
said he believes the most
important role of this position
is getting students involved,
and helping them build their
resumes and make a difference
early in their college career.

Brittany Kinsella:

Kinsella said her goal for this
office is to help all clubs on
campus gain new members.
She expressed her desire to
achieve this through a personality quiz which would match
students to clubs that best fit
heir personality.

Hauke Harfst:

Harfst is a junior, law and
justice major. Having already
served two years on the
academic senate, Harfst said
he plans to improve academic
advising to help students
graduate on time, and with as
little debt as possible.

From “ARTS” on P. 3
ey that would be going towards
management positions for the
Speakers Series.
“If they want to bring more
high-proﬁle speakers to campus,
why don’t they collaborate with
the Campus Activities oﬃce?”
Gamble said. “Resources like advertising and marketing already
exist at Central through the Publicity Center.”
Still, Anderson stressed the
importance of having a separate
department to service the needs
of the potential Speakers and
Performance Series.
“The Publicity Center gets
so overwhelmed with all of the
events that happen on campus
that usually our events don’t get
the attention they need to get advertised,” Anderson said. “The
speciﬁc arts advertising is much
diﬀerent than other events that
happen on campus.”
Student reactions to the proposed arts fee have varied.
Dylan Call, sophomore public relations major said that he
has no idea what the fee is about.
Courtney Klutz, freshman
undeclared major, noted that she
would probably vote against the
proposal since it doesn’t aﬀect
her. In reference to the amount
of the fee, she also said “I feel
like it should be less than that.”
On the other hand, some

students feel that $50 isn’t even
worth the debate when taken
into account how expensive college already is.
“I honestly don’t care,” Sarah
Gardner, junior, bilingual education major said. “What’s $50 in
the grand scheme?”
Even though the fee has
caused some divide on campus
recently, Anderson says he is glad
it has gotten people talking about
the arts.
“It’s blown up in the best possible way,” Anderson said. “I still
think it’s terrible that so much
negativity has come out of it
when all we wanted to do was
have a discussion.”
Anderson says that even if the
proposal is denied this year he
will remain adamant in his pursuit to improve campus life for his
fellow Wildcats.
“If it gets voted down, great.
Students are engaged and we
have that feedback and we can
go rework the numbers,” Anderson said. “I’m just trying to make
my campus a better place. Someday, I hope that the school I come
from will have an identity that’s
diﬀerent than how I left it.”
Students can vote at polling
sites located on the East and West
SURC patio entrances Thursday
from 10am-7pm. Online voting,
which is open now, will close at
7pm on Thursday.

think summer
With more than 100 summer courses at EWU, the opportunities
are endless. Summer classes are condensed into 4- and 8-week
sessions, enabling you to make the most of your time and passion.

Start planning now.
Visit summer.ewu.edu
EWUSummerSession

@EWUSummer
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Fees: a convenient loophole
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BY JONATHAN GLOVER /SPORTS EDITOR

Stop. Before you read this,
check out the Observer’s coverage on the Student Arts Fund.
Did you read it? Good; carry on.
“Do you support the arts?
Sign here.” This deceiving
phrase, spoken by Arts Fund
supporters, dominated walkways
and conversations the Friday
before ﬁnals week last quarter.
If you happened to have a class
anywhere near campus that day,
chances are you heard it, too.
Approximately 1,400 students
signed the petition. I’ve seen the
documents with my own eyes. I
was skeptical of that number at
ﬁrst, but once I saw the threeinch-high stack of papers, my
disbelief was crushed.
1,400 students. Wow. Since
when did 1,400 students collectively care about anything
around here?
I’m talking about the petition
started late last quarter by those
in charge of the Student Arts
Fund: the latest and greatest controversy at Central. It’s rare to
hear students talk about anything
that isn’t drugs, alcohol or sex.

Arts? Fees? People care?
In the past, not really. In fact,
in 2013, voter turnout at Central
was abysmal according to a story
in the Observer.
We have roughly 10,000 students on the Ellensburg campus
and, of that 10,000, only 600 to
800 typically vote. That’s about 6
to 8 percent of the campus population. If U.S. politics were that
bad, we would probably hang up
our hats as a country and call it
a day.
But that’s just how Central is.
If it’s not getting laid or drinking,
it’s not worth the students’ time.
Whether we want to admit it
or not, that’s how so many fees
have snuck onto ballots. I’m sure
many have looked at their receipt
after paying the school thousands of dollars each quarter and
thought, “Hmm, why am I paying $400 in fees?”
That’s because you, the student, allowed it. We vote each
spring on fees imposed on all
students at Central’s Ellensburg
campus. (I make that distinction
because, obviously, we wouldn’t
charge students who take classes
in Lynwood, Wash.) That’s right;
that $30 technology fee you pay
each quarter was voted on by students.
And a $50 fee is on this year’s
ballot, created by and mostly
beneﬁting an academic college.
And that’s a bad thing. You know

that icky feeling you get when
someone has taken advantage of
you? That’s how you should feel
right now.
According to The Seattle
Times, tuition increases in Washington have all been suspended
since 2013, and lawmakers are
looking to keep the freeze-train
rolling. To combat this, many
colleges are looking at fees to
supplement the income.
This should scare you. Essentially, since schools can’t get your
money the ol’ fashioned way,
they’re instead going to increase
fees. “But wait a minute,” you
might say. “Aren’t student fees
started by students and for the
students?”
Well, not really. As The Observer discovered, the arts fee was
started by school administrators.
Scott Robinson, Theatre Department chair, sent Yosef Gamble, current Associated Students
of CWU (ASCWU) Student
Government President, a Facebook message in June of last year
asking to meet about an idea he
had for a fee. Gamble showed me
the message in person, which was
sent to him only one month after
he had been voted into oﬃce.
What is apparent, though, is
that the bill will certainly beneﬁt
departments in the College of
Arts and Humanities. According
to the arts fund proposal, roughly
85 percent of the $1.125 million

generated annually from the fee
would beneﬁt the College of Arts
and Humanities.
In the proposal, dance, ﬁlm
and video studies, art, music and
theatre arts would be beneﬁciaries of a slew of new funding,
including $200,000 allocated annually to a new “publicity center”
of sorts, to bring in more publicity for their proposed “CWU Fine
Arts Series,” of which would only
receive roughly $169,000.
Despite the fact that we already have a publicity center paid
for by Central’s Services and Activities (S&A) fees, in addition to
Campus Activities, which brings
in multiple artists from across the
country, the “CWU Fine Arts Series” is being touted as the main
reason students across campus
should vote for this fee.
Now, I’m not against fees. I
think they’re great for extracurricular activities.
Take the Student Health Center fee. It’s $88 a quarter that
goes towards beneﬁting every
single student, not just those who
happen to major in those ﬁve departments. Any student can take
advantage of the services oﬀered
by the center.
The problem is when academic departments start asking for every student at Central
to start paying their bills. As it
stands now, the proposed arts fee
is the only fee that would directly

beneﬁt academic departments.
Yikes.
It also sets a dangerous precedent and presents a slippery
slope. What’s stopping the College of Business from asking for
a fee next year? What about Psychology?
Sure, the art’s fee is claiming it
beneﬁts every student at Central,
but only 15 percent would actually beneﬁt. Why don’t we pay
$7.50 a quarter instead, since
that’s the return students are getting?
When you look on that receipt each quarter, you should
feel comfortable knowing that
every penny is going towards
something that beneﬁts you, no
matter what major you are.
I, for one, am checking the
“no” box. Are you? Whatever
your answer, I hope you did your
homework. Don’t just take my
word for it. Read the proposal,
formulate an opinion and vote.
If not, I guarantee that the
1,400 students who already
signed their names are going to
do it for you.

SEE RELATED
STORIES ON ART FEE
P. 3 AND PROFILES ON
CANDIDATES P. 4-5

Dear Dining: It’s time for an upgrade already
BY SIMONE CORBETT/ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

If you picked up last week’s
copy of the Observer, then you
probably heard that Dining Services is ﬁnally making an attempt
to provide students with new
food options.
Thanks to Dining’s recent
student survey, which reported
that one of the top three desired
food requests among students is
organic food, we can be hopeful
for healthier meal options in the
near future, in addition to a po-

tential food truck and even pho.
Hallelujah.
I was ecstatic when I heard
the news. After living on-campus
for two years, I couldn’t be more
ready for change in the food department.
When I walk into the SURC
during the overwhelming 12 p.m.
lunch hour, I often ﬁnd myself
pacing back and forth between
the pizza and wrap stations at
least twice before I force myself
to settle on an option that I most
likely had for dinner the night
before.
Now don’t get me wrong,
Central oﬀers great food, and I’m
not saying that it doesn’t. What I
am saying, however, is that the
SURC needs more of those great
food options.

Other than the desire for
cheaper housing, I often hear
ﬁrst-year students complaining
that they can’t wait to live oﬀcampus so that they don’t have to
eat the SURC food anymore.
Looking back at my ﬁrst year
on campus, I realize I didn’t
complain too much. I actually
found myself looking forward to
the quesadillas and shrimp pesto
that the SURC oﬀers. But my
taste buds can only handle the
same ingredients for so long.
After rotating between the
best oﬀered meals at every food
venue on campus, I now ﬁnd myself dreading almost every meal
I have to purchase from Dining,
because I’ve had nearly every option far too many times.
I’m sure the vast majority of

the student body would agree
with me when I say it would be
greatly appreciated if the SURC
could oﬀer a wider variety of
healthier food selections.
For those of you who aren’t
aware of what the “freshman 15”
is, it’s the 15 pounds freshman
pack on, typically as a result of
over-consuming the abundance
of unhealthy food provided by
campus dining, and it is real.
The healthy food options that
the SURC currently provides are
comparable to that of my high
school’s cafeteria, which mainly
consisted of bananas, apples and
grapes.
While the C-Store does offer the occasional seasonal fruit
bowls, the quality, or lack thereof, makes maintaining a healthy

lifestyle while living on campus
extra diﬃcult.
Then there’s the coﬀee situation. Anyone else patiently awaiting the day when blended coﬀee
will be oﬀered? A coﬀee stand
in or near the library would also
be more than appreciated. Especially since the nearest one in
Michaelson Hall doesn’t accept
connection cards for some reason
that we may never understand.
Thankfully, Dining has already made steps in the right direction with the impressive new
additions to Freshens Smoothies
at CAT Trax East and North Village Café.
This change gives me hope
for the future of campus dining,
and I am excited to test out the
enhancements that are to come.

DEAR READERS:

The Observer welcomes brief letters of 300 words or less from readers on current issues. Please include your full name and university
affiliation, year and major, degree and year graduated, or staff position and department. To be printed in the following week’s issue,
use the “Submit a Letter” link on cwuobserver.com by 5 p.m. Sunday. The Observer reserves the right to reject or edit for style and
length. All letters become property of The Observer. Anonymous letters will not be considered.

CORRECTIONS

Last week’s issue, April 30 - May 6, the cover photographer should have been Brittany Allen. On page 9, the founder of K Records and
Beat Happening, Calvin Johnson, was mislabeled as “Caleb Johnson.” On page 7, Tyko O’Donnell’s name was mispelled.
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Brainery Blurbs by Ean Zelenak

Art Submission
Details

Every week The Observer will feature diﬀerent art
from students on this page in our print version and in a
galllery on our online version.
Featurable artwork is not limited to drawings, paintings and photography. We’re accepting submissions of
any visual art (costumes, sculptures, etc.) for the print
version and any free-to-view digital media (original
ﬁlms, music, etc.) for the online version.
Details on rules, accepted forms of art and other requirements, as well as a submission form can be found
at:
cwuobserver.com/submissions

Holocaust survivor speaks at Central
BY ALEXANDRA PROCTOR

Staff Reporter

In 1944, Hungarian-born
Edith Eger and her family were
forced onto a train headed to the
infamous Auschwitz. Her mother
and father were sent to the left,
while Eger and her sister were
sent to the right. Being sent to the
right meant keeping their lives,
which Eger has been thankful for
every day.
Along with the other prisoners, Eger was forced to march
to a labor camp in Austria. Anyone that stopped marching was
shot on sight. Sticking together
was the only way to survive.
When Eger felt the need to rest,
the brave women she was with
formed a chair with their arms
and carried her until she felt she
could go on.
People that were there for me
never made it,” Eger said.
Historically, it is known that
the Nazis started to close down
their prisoner camps after the
opposition began closing in. The
prisoners were led out, executed

and left in mass graves. Eger was
among presumed dead and left to
die in one of those mass graves.
On May 4, 1945, a young
American soldier from the 71st
Infantry noticed her hand move
among a group of deceased prisoners. The soldier called over
a medic and pulled Eger from
what would have been her grave.
However, Eger has never seen
herself as a helpless victim. Even
when things were at their worst.
“In my life, I don’t believe
there are problems, only challenges,” said Eger. “Others only
have as much power as you let
them.”
After her rescue, Eger moved
to Czechoslovakia, met the love
of her life and later came to
America. With less than $10 to
her name, she decided that she
would no longer be a victim, but
a survivor.
Suﬀering from survivor’s guilt,
twenty years passed before Eger
spoke about the atrocities she experienced. Eventually she came
to realize that she wanted to help
others conquer obstacles in life.
She believes the only way to do

this is through forgiveness.
“To ﬁnd freedom, we need to
forgive,” Eger said. “Forgiveness
is very diﬀerent from revenge.
Revenge is temporary. Forgiveness gives you freedom.”
Eger went on to receive a degree in psychology from the University of Texas and then pursued a doctoral internship at the
William Beaumont Army Medical Center in Fort Bliss, Texas.
Eger now splits her time between speaking all across the U.S.
and working at her practice in La
Jolla, Calif. Eger has been featured on CNN, a Dutch National
Television documentary about
the Holocaust, and TEDTalks.
She said has absolutely no plans
to retire.
“I think she had more energy
than all of us […] My goodness,
I just hope I have that much of
her energy,” Scott Drummond,
director of Campus Activities,
said.
Drummond attended Eger’s
last visit at Central, where she
spoke to a packed auditorium.
According to Drummond, her
last audience consisted of every

age group, from middle school to
faculty at Central.
Her past speech at Central
was inspiring, her main message
being that you are not a victim;
you are a survivor. You will overcome, and you will succeed.
“I went last time, and she
looks fragile, but she is one the
strongest people I’ve heard tell

SEAN DREILINGER/FLICKR

her story,” Brittany Moore, senior education major, said.
Come join Dr. Eger on May
13, at 7 p.m., to hear her heart
wrenching ﬁrsthand account of
being in Auschwitz, and the inspirational way she took on those
challenges. This event will be
open to the public, and people of
all ages are encouraged to attend.

(509) 962-4630
Receive 3 Small, 3 Medium, and 2 Large

U-Haul boxes with
storage unit rental
aaawildcats.com

1011 W Cascade Ct, Ellensburg, WA 98926

CWU’s student-run Online
interactive lifestyle magazine.
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Lion Rock Returns
BY LOGAN HOUSER

Staff Reporter

Award winning writers will be
representing minority voices in the
African American Poetry Series.
The Lion Rock Writers Series
is showcasing authors from genres
such as ﬁction, creative nonﬁction,
poetry, short stories, multi-genre
writing and spoken word.
Katharine Whitcomb, poetry
professor, said the Lion Rock Series gives students a chance to
speak one-on-one with published
authors. In addition, taking part
in the events fulﬁlls some course
requirements for students in the
professional and creative writing
program.
The series also promotes the
material of Central’s faculty, encourages diversity and establishes
a reputation for Central with other
colleges in Washington.
“We bring in writers to promote
creative writing as an art form on
campus,” Whitcomb said.
Lisa Norris, the chair of the
Lion Rock committee, said authors
are selected for the Lion Rock Series by suggestions, which are then
evaluated by the committee.
In spring, the series will feature
two acclaimed poets, Allison Joseph
and Tim Seibles, for part of the African-American Poetry Series.
While the Lion Rock committee usually prioritizes writers who

Lion Rock Writers
Allison Joseph:
SURC Theatre @ 7:30 p.m. May 12
Tim Seibles:
SURC Theatre @ 7:30 p.m. May 19

PHOTO COURTESY OF ENGLISH DEPT

are closer to Ellensburg, Norris said
that the presence of Joseph and
Seibles will give voice to those who
may have otherwise been underrepresented at the poetry celebration, especially in light of the recent
events in Ferguson, Miss. and Baltimore, Md.
“You don’t hear [African-American] voices in Ellensburg,” Norris
said. “And given the recent events,
it would behoove people to hear
minority voices.”
Joseph, professor for Southern
Illinois University and co-founder
of the literary journal “Crab Orchard Review,” is an advocate for
all emerging writers. She has published seven collections of poems
including her latest work, “My Father’s Kites: Poems” in 2010.

Food For Thought

Joseph is also an advocate for social justice; her poems derive from
feminist and black perspectives.
Seibles, professor at the Stonecoast MFA Writing Program for
the University of Southern Maine,
is the author of several poetry
books including “Body Moves,”
“Ten Miles an Hour” and recently
published “Fast Animal.” He is a
ﬁnalist for the 2012 National Book
Award.
Professor Xavier Cavazos
wants the African-American Poetry
Series to expose as much diversity
and literature as possible, not just
to the students in the writing program, but to the whole campus.
He feels that curriculum up to this
point has been eurocentric, and
he wants the Lion Rock Series to
be at the front of promoting minority voices by including African
American, American Indian, Asian
American and LGBT voices.
When asked about the recent
events in Baltimore regarding Freddie Gray, Cavazos said the poetry
series will voice a lot of concerns
and present writing that will “force
people to look at who they are and
challenge some of their constructions about race.”
“We’re at a boiling point,”
Cavazos said. “If we don’t start
having meaningful conversations
about our similarities, our diﬀerences, our perspectives, then it’s
only going to get worse.”

Rachel Corrie

When: May 14 @ 11 a.m.

Who: 23-year-old peace activist

Where: SURC East Patio

From: Olympia, Wash.

Cost: Free with participation in
First Amendment Festival

What: Died fighting for peace in
the Gaza Strip

SPEEC
Food for

Abandon your ﬁrst amen
BY SHANAI BEMIS

Staff Reporter

For anyone who has ever wondered what life would be like
without the First Amendment,
the communication department
is putting on ‘Food For Thought’
as part of the First Amendment
Festival.
At the event, students will have
the chance to sign away their First
Amendment rights for a slice of
free cheese pizza.
Cynthia Mitchell, communication professor and event coordinator for the festival, said that the
idea to hold a First Amendment
festival came during the start of
her teaching career after seeing a
research study done by the Knight
Foundation.
In the study, 100,000 high
school seniors were polled about
the First Amendment and their
opinions of it. Mitchell was
shocked by their responses.
“Half of [the students in the
study] thought that the press
should have to get government approval before publishing,” Mitchell said. “And a third of them
thought the First Amendment
went too far.”
As a journalist and educator,
the lack of knowledge about the
First Amendment in the next generation was terrifying for Mitchell.
“I was alarmed. I was shocked.
I just wanted to run into traﬃc,”
Mitchell said.
The results of the study convinced Mitchell that something
needed to be done.
Since then, Mitchell has worked
to educate Central students about
their First Amendment rights
through various means like the

PHOTO BY
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live without First Amendment
rights],” Maupin said.
The event, while fun and lighthearted, managed to raise Maupin’s ire.
“You start getting this guttural
feeling of ‘this is not right,’” Maupin said. “For anyone, whether
you’re a journalist or not, First
Amendment rights in this country
are something we really do take
seriously.”
When a person’s First Amendment rights are taken away, it’s a
horrible feeling, Maupin said.
“The biggest thing I think
people are going to get out of it is
just to experience that this is what
the world looks like without First
Amendment freedoms,” Maupin
said.
Matt Morse, a junior and dual
broadcast journalism and criminal justice major, who also participated during last year’s event, said
that it should be an eye-opening
experience for attendees.
For Morse, it was the lack of
education about the First Amendment that stood out the most.
“Quite frankly, I think it’s a little sad, but I think [attendees] are
going to get a reeducation of what
they learned back in elementary
school,” Morse said. “I remember,
from last year, a lot of the students
on campus could not name the
ﬁve freedoms guaranteed by the
First Amendment.”
Overall, Morse found the event
to be a good experience and a way
to meet new people.
“Really good times, really fun.
I feel like the participation and the
energy that we put oﬀ from that
deﬁnitely got some attention and
some notice from the people walking by,” Morse said.
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Remembering Rachel Corrie
BY TERA STENHOUSE

Staff Reporter

We often take our human rights
for granted and forget that some of
our freedoms do not exist outside of
the United States. However, 23-yearold Rachel Corrie believed that everyone deserves justice and peace;
she fought for this idea until her
death on March 16, 2003.
Rachel Corrie was a peace activist
from Olympia, Wash., who traveled
to the Gaza Strip as part of her senior assignment to create a sister city
tie between her hometown and Rafah, Palestine.
On March 16, 2003, Rachel Corrie stood outside a Palestinian family
home, protesting with a megaphone,
hoping to stop the Israeli government
from destroying it. As the bulldozer
approached, she stood as a human
shield and was crushed to death.
The Israeli government claimed
the bulldozers were ﬂattening tunnels
that were used for smuggling weapons from Egypt to Gaza.
“There’s a lot to learn about our
journey,” Cindy Corrie, Rachel Corrie’s mother said. “It’s been 12 years
since Rachel was killed in Gaza. I
think we try to share a bit of our experience and trying to take accountability for what happened to her. But
also, we really are interested in supporting really what her mission was,
which was to bring attention to what
was happening particularly in Gaza,
but also in that whole region.”
The deeply complex Israeli-Palestinian conﬂict started in 1947. The
war over Israel expanded into the
West Bank and Gaza Strip, which
the Palestinians consider illegally occupied territory.
Even today, the conﬂict is considered a hot-button issue.
Since her death, Rachel Corrie
has become a symbol of humanitarian rights. The journals and emails

PHOTO COURTESY OF CORRIE FAMILY

sent to her parents during her visit to
Rafah have been published in various forms, including a book, a play
and dramatic readings.
The one-woman play, ‘My Name
is Rachel Corrie,’ was edited and directed by Alan Rickman and journalist Katharine Viner.
Central will welcome Craig and
Cindy Corrie to speak about their
daughter as part of the communication department’s First Amendment
Festival, sponsored by the Daily Record, on Monday May 11.
“When Rachel was killed, she was
college-age, 23, almost 24. And so
I think there is a resonance there,”
Craig Corrie said. “Now people who
are students, for the most part were
young when Rachel was killed; they
had never heard of her. And so it still
resonates if you tell that story.”
The event will include a speech
from Rachel Corrie’s parents, parts
of a documentary about Rachel, as
well as a performance of excerpts
from “My Name Is Rachel Corrie”
by Central theatre students. There
will also be a panel discussion afterwards.
According to Assistant Professor
of Theatre Jay Ball,who is directing
the event, these performances do not
deﬁne Rachel Corrie as a person.
“Her death does not deﬁne her.

The selections from the play represent a three-dimensional person,”
Ball said. “She demonstrated both
doubts and courage. She was very
honest.”
Ball also thinks this is a starting
point for students to understand a
very complex issue.
Senior political science major Johanna Sappenﬁeld praises Rachel
Corrie for everything that she did.
“I applaud her for having such
charisma and audacity, for her going
over there and kind of uprooting her
own life, her own self, and putting
herself at risk during that time,” Sappenﬁeld said. “I really commend her
for that.”
Cindy and Craig Corrie are fulltime volunteers, and they encourage
others to volunteer with them.
The Rachel Corrie Foundation
for Peace & Justice, which they established based on their daughter’s
experiences, allows others to get involved with local peace and social
justice issues as well as the continuing conﬂict in the Middle East.
“We welcome volunteers. We have
a lot of student interns. Some of
them are local; most of them come
from the Evergreen State College
that Rachel attended,” Cindy Corrie
said.
Other ways to get involved include
connecting to the foundation’s mailing list, which will notify you with
calls to action, petitions and ways to
take action in your community.
“We are very much looking forward to the time that we are spending with all of you. I understand that
some of Rachel’s writing will be presented by students, and that always
means a lot to us, really in a lot of
ways,” Cindy Corrie said. “Rachel,
she was a writer all her life, and we’re
so happy that we have her words because I think people best understand
her by looking at those and hearing
those.”
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Student art in the public eye
BY NIC COOPER

Staff Reporter

For the past three years, the
420 building’s Loft Gallery has
hosted some of Central’s best
student artwork.
The students’ work can be
featured in the Central Student
Art Show and, from there, the
artists can choose to submit their
work to the 420 Loft Art Gallery
before May 12 for the competition, which begins in June.
At the Central Student Art
Show and award ceremony, there
was no shortage of people. The
line continued from the entrance
of the gallery out to the hallway
doors. The boisterous room was
ﬁlled with enthusiasm as families,
friends and artists piled in with
their plates of h’orderves and
glasses of wine.
Alyssa Willard, senior ﬁne arts
major and past participant of the
420 Loft Art Gallery, was one of
many artists in the gallery who
had their work on display. Willard said she ﬁrst got involved
with the 420 Art Gallery by hearing about it in school.
Willard said she has only had
good experiences with working
at the 420 Art Gallery. This was
partly due to how ﬂexible the loft
is willing to be with the artists.

The staﬀ works with the artists
even when they are out of town.
Another part of Willard’s great
experience was that her artwork
was seen oﬀ campus and in the
public eye. As a result, one of
her pieces was priced and sold at
$1,000.
Willard was the recipient of
two awards at the Central Student Art Show and received
$200 in prize money. She took
home the Gallery One Visual
Arts Center Award For Excellence and the Shane L. Johnson
Illustrative Narrative Award.
Willard said she plans to participate in this year’s 420 Loft
Gallery but she is still deciding
whether she wants to submit a
painting or ceramics piece.
Brianne Anderson, senior
public relations major and intern
at the Loft, plays a large part in
recruiting artists for the 420 Gallery’s competition.
Anderson is also involved in
most of the Loft’s public relations work, working with the artists, setting up the shows and any
other promotional activities they
may run.
Anderson says the goal of the
Central student show is to create
a link between the university and
the downtown community.
“This is our second year doing

the show,” said Anderson. “The
main diﬀerence we’re aiming for
this year is to encourage people
who are not in the art major to
submit their work, because there
are a lot of undiscovered artists
out there.”
Mollie Edison, owner of the
420 Building, gave some insight
on the inspiration behind putting
on the Loft Art Gallery.
Edison said her interns wanted to get into gallery work and
that was a part of what sparked
the initiative to start the gallery.
“A big inspiration was to ﬁgure
out ways to get CWU students to
come downtown and experience
life in their adopted town,” said
Edison. “Now that Central has
the big store with clothes and
jewelry and meal plans that accommodate them and a gym and
movie theatre, it’s hard to get students downtown for anything but
drinking. Ellensburg has more to
oﬀer than alcohol: art, cool people, shops, and entertainment.”
With numerous pieces on
display at the Central Student
Art Show and 19 categories of
awards handed out to over 25
pieces of artwork, the hope is
that submissions will come ﬂooding in for this year’s 420 Loft Art
Gallery happening through the
month of June.

RYAN ASHLEY/OBSERVER

STICK ‘EM UP Students can submit their original art until May 12.

VINMAN’S
BAKERY
European style breads and
fresh pastries every day.
Hot savory foccacia by 11:00 am.
All pastries are half price after 5 pm.

700 E Uni
Un versity Way

Locally Grown Food,
Locally Crafted Items
Saturdays 9am - 2pm untill October.
• Herbs
• Farm Fresh Produce
• Fine Arts & Crafts
• Nursery Stock
• Pottery
• Cut Flowers
• Bead Work
• Natural Dog Treats
@KCFarmersMarket

• Vegetable Starts
• Textiles
• Baked Goods
• Iron Works
• Wood Works
• Jewelry
• Handmade Soaps
& Skin Care Products

4th and Pearl, Ellensburg

/pages/Kittitas-County-Farmers-Market/343197079828?ref=ts

http://kittitascountyfarmersmarket.com

across from Lind and next to Sedona Sun!
Open: 7:30 am – 6:00 pm Mon thru Sat.
509-933-1850

Pregnant ?

Free pregnancy tests.
You have options.

Pregnancy Center of Kittitas County

509-925-2273

PregnancyHelpEllensburg.org
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Fiddler is great match for Central
BY ANGELICA BARTORELLI

Fiddler on the Roof

Staff Reporter

This spring, Central’s Theatre
Ensemble presents Fiddler on the
Roof; a story about the internal
conﬂict that arises when a person
must choose between honoring
family traditions and following
their heart.
Milkman Tvye, played by
Seattle actor Eric Jensen, is the
protagonist along with his wife
Golde, played by Megan Tigue,
freshman musical theatre major.
The couple goes through the difﬁculties of raising ﬁve daughters
while attempting to maintain
their Jewish roots despite the outside inﬂuences that are intruding
upon their lifestyle.
Fiddler on the Roof rehearsals have been going on every
weekday from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
since early April. Rehearsals have
been geared towards teaching the
actors dialect and dance in order
to faithfully recreate the lifestyle
of Russian and Jewish people
during the early 1900s.
Assistant Director Allison
Price, sophomore theatre arts
major , coaches the actors, directs scenes and provides character development tools for the
actors.
This is Price’s second time

CENTRAL

When: May 8, 9, 14, 15 and
16 @ 7:30 p.m.
May 10,17 @ 2 p.m.
Where: McConell Auditorium
Price: Adults $7 to $40*
Central Student with ID: $7
*Price may vary depending
on seat location within the
auditorium, age and optional
dinner packaging.

BRITTANY ALLEN/OBSERVER

IN THE SPOTLIGHT Fiddler on the Roof includes a professional Seattle actor, Eric Jensen, in cast.

directing at Central, after “The
Duchess of Malﬁ” last fall.
“Theatre [gives us] another
way to look at humanity,” Price
said.
According to Prince, the de-

partment adaptation intends to
execute raw beauty and be believable and fantastical at the
same time.
A main theme of the show is
the acceptance of love and de-

WASHINGTON

nouncing of tradition.
list.

Price said it was an important
to ask the question ‘at what point
do people have to bend their traditions to allow themselves to experience genuine love?’

UNIVERSITY

•

LEARN.

Aside from the theme, actors
have been inspired by working
with Jensen.
Kayden Oliver, junior musical theatre major, was impressed
by the fact that Jensen, a professional actor, was willing to work
with students.
James Tyler, sophomore musical theatre major, said Jensen
inﬂuenced the way that the students worked with one another
and the way they approached
their careers.

DO.

LIVE.

Register:
May 4–June 24
Hundreds of courses offered online
and in person across Washington state.
Talk with an advisor or a representative in
your program for course offerings and
more information.

CWU is an AA/EEO/Title IX Institution.
For accommodation e-mail: DS@cwu.edu

Classes begin June 22
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Wildcats football ready for fall
feeling more comfortable and
conﬁdent than ever now that he
and the oﬀense have adjusted to
The Central football team, this new style of play.
that has been back in action since
“Last year, it was all
spring practice began on April learning,” Nelson said.
8, is working toward achieving “Practice one; we were ina new goal this season: making stalling every new play
playoﬀs and becoming GNAC we had. This year’s
champions. The Wildcats ﬁn- ﬁrst practice, we alished in third place this past fall ready knew what we
with a 7-4 overall record and a were doing; we al4-2 record in conference play.
ready knew how to
“For the most part, it’s just line up, and it was
going to be us growing a little just going. Last year
bit more. I think we should be was a lot of learning,
one of the top teams in the con- and this year is just tryference year in and year out,” ing to get better.”
head coach Ian Shoemaker said.
Shoemaker, on the same
“We’re disappointed with our parallel as Nelson, has no[third] place ﬁnish last year. We ticed the vast diﬀerence in
want to make sure we’re ﬁnishing his players’ abilities on the
as the conference champs, and ﬁeld.
our job is to put our kids in the
“The technique has imposition to do that.”
proved; the decision making
Shoemaker is now in his sec- has improved. I think our kids
ond oﬀ-season as Central’s head understand how we want to opcoach. Shoemaker came in last
erate, [and]
season and
how we want
implemented
to practice,”
an up-tempo,
For the most part it’s Shoemaker
fast-paced
just going to be us growing said. “We
oﬀense. The
into
a litte bit more. I think we jumped
main goal of
it a lot quickshould be one of the top er and are
this style is to
teams in the conference perfor ming
get as many
points on the
at a higher
this year in and year out.
s c o re b o a rd
level earlier
as possible.
this spring.”
-Ian Shoemaker
“He likes
The ofFootball head coach
to run an Orfense wasn’t
egon Duck
the
only
type of ofthing
that
fense; a lot of zone reads and a changed for the Wildcats last
lot of deep passes,” quarterback year. When Shoemaker was
Jake Nelson said. “I like to run, so hired, he brought along defenour zone read helps with my abil- sive coordinator Payam Saadat.
ity to run. He calls [the] oﬀense The defense then had to learn
to what I like to do.”
a new scheme and terminology.
The 6-foot-2 junior is noticing Defensive and special teams star
a tremendous diﬀerence between Isaiah Davis summarized the last
this and last year’s spring seasons. season as a year to mature with
After a full season of learning a one another.
new oﬀense last year, Nelson is
“It was a growth year; I would

BY JONATHAN OSBORNE

Staff Reporter

say that was the main thing,” Crimson and Black game on May
Davis said. “We were young, we 2. In this game, Central’s oﬀense
were learning
wore black
a new defenand faced oﬀ
sive system,
against the
We were young, we defense who
so I feel like
as the year
were learning a new defen- wore crimprog ressed
sive system, so I feel like son. The ofwe deﬁnitely
side
as the year progressed we fensive
got
better
got the best
definitely got better from of defense
from
what
what our skills and tech- with a 34-11
our skills and
techniques
victory in the
niques were.
were.
We
scrimmage
-Isaiah Davis
weren’t quite
at Tomlinson
Senior defensive back
able to put it
Stadium.
all together.
The team
This year we
returns
to
aren’t learning it anymore. Now regular season action September
we’re perfecting it.”
5 against the defending national
The team concluded the champions, Colorado Statespring season with its annual Pueblo, in an away game.

“

“

“

“

DERRICK CLARIT/OBSERVER

OFFENSIVE The Wildcat’s offense put up 34 points in Saturday’s spring scrimmage game, winning 34-11.

Wildcat 2014 Stats
Record: 7-4 overall, 4-2 conference
Win streak: 3
Points per game: 35.5
First downs: 225
Rushing yards: 1613
Passing yards: 2767
Average yards per play: 5.2
Total plays: 848

NFL draft top-ten first rounders
BY CHANCE DAVIS

Staff Reporter

The 2015 NFL draft was
just one of the May Day sporting events that happened over
the weekend. With many players
hoping to get their shot, it was
only a matter of who would go
where. With the talent pool ﬁlled
with oﬀensive and defensive players, it seemed to all boil down to
one question; will Marcus Mariota or Jameis Winston go ﬁrst?
Here is my analysis of the top 10
draft picks.
1. Jameis Winston
Tampa Bay Buccaneers QB
For the ﬁrst overall pick, it
was no surprise that Winston
went ﬁrst. It was clear that this
pick was between Marcus Mariota and Winston; it came down
to who was the most NFL ready.
With the size and playing style
most suited for the NFL, Winston was a gamble that the Buc-

caneers had to take. Having the
arm strength and ability to extend plays will be just a couple of
ways that Winston will thrive in
the league. In need of a franchise
quarterback, the Buccaneers are
now crossing their ﬁngers, hoping that Winston’s oﬀ-ﬁeld shenanigans won’t follow him to the
NFL.
2. Marcus Mariota
Tennessee Titans QB
It’s safe to say that the Tennessee Titan’s struggle to ﬁnd a
franchise quarterback is over after picking up Mariota. But the
real question is if they will keep
him. Multiple teams, including
the Eagles, Bears and Browns,
have been fervently trying to get
their hands on Mariota.
If traded, Mariota would be
part of a multi-player and multiﬁrst-round pick acquisition just
to make it possible. Being a fast
quarterback with quick feet and
impeccable coordination, the

Titans would be a good home
for him with the Titans’ young
playmakers Justin Hunter and
Kendal Wright.
3. Dante Fowler Jr.
Jacksonville Jaguars OLB
Despite being one of the top
pass rushers in the conference,
this pick was a surprise that
shocked a lot of people. Especially since the Jacksonville Jaguars
passed up one of the best picks
in the NFL draft, Leonard Williams, in order to get the much
needed defensive help. But, with
this pick, they will leave trade options open. If the Jaguars decide
he is their best pick, he will ﬁt in
great with Sen’Derrick Mark as
they work together to pressure
quarterbacks.
4. Amari Cooper
Oakland Raiders WR
This pick was no surprise
when it was announced by the
Raiders. Oakland needed a wide
receiver for their second-year

quarterback Derrick Carr and
this was a terriﬁc pick for them.
With Cooper’s great hands and
strong route running skills, his
transition to the NFL will take no
time at all.
5. Brandon Scherﬀ
Washington Redskins OT
This is a good pick for the
Redskins. Their team clearly
needs a makeover, starting with
the oﬀensive line. Being one of
the draft’s top oﬀensive linemen,
I think that Scherﬀ will give the
Redskins a lot of help when it
comes to transitioning to power
blocking instead of zone blocking. Scherﬀ is a player that will
help the Redskins restructure
their oﬀensive line to beneﬁt the
coming season.
6. Leonard Williams
New York Jets DE
Williams is the top defender
in the draft and was one player
I saw going before the ﬁfth pick.

This is a guy that will be a game
changer in the NFL. He will not
need much help or time to start
making big plays. Williams will
partner up with Sheldon Richardson and Muhammad Wilkerson to make one of the most
fearsome defensive fronts in the
NFL.
7. Kevin White
Chicago Bears WR
Being the second wide receiver to go in the draft I think this is
a pick that will show immediate
impact. Since Brandon Marshall
was traded this will be a good replacement to help out Jay Cutler,
despite all the buzz that he might
be part of a trade for Marcus
Mariota. Even then White is big,
strong, and fast and will ﬁt in just
ﬁne as I project him to be a long
term NFL player.
See related stories on P. 13 and 14.
Check out the full list and more
online at cwuobserver.com.
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‘Hawks replace defensive holes
BY MAXWELL MONSON

Assistant Sports Editor

The Seattle Seahawks went
into the 2015 draft with high
hopes after past success. This
draft may not have the biggest
names, but I believe the Seahawks filled the few holes they
had and added depth in other
areas. As usual, the Seahawks
made some surprising picks in
this draft.
Frank Clark
With the team’s first selection
of the draft, the Seahawks took
a defensive end from the University of Michigan. This was the
most interesting pick of the draft
in my eyes; Clark was dismissed
from the Michigan football team
two games before the season
ended after being arrested for
domestic violence. There is little
doubt in anyone’s eyes that he
has the tools to be a good defensive end, but the biggest question
mark is his off-the-field issues.
Tyler Lockett
The Seahawks traded up
for him, moving to the 69 pick.
Lockett is a wide receiver from
Kansas State University. The
biggest advantage of this pick is
that Lockett was a good college
kickoff and punt returner. The

PHILIP ROBERTSON/FLICKR

Seahawks’ return game was pathetic this last season, so finding
a player to hold down the return
job was very important in the
draft. On top of that, he had
the fifth most yards in the nation
on deep balls. A deep receiving
threat would be a nice compliment to Jimmy Graham inside.
Terry Poole and
Mark Glowinski
I am combing these two picks
because I believe they were
brought in to compete against
each other for the center job with
the loser adding depth to the inside of the offensive line. Both

players lined up at center in parts
of their college career and are almost identical size. Poole stands
6-foot-5, 307-pounds, while Glowinski is 6-foot-4, 307-pounds.
Adding a center became a
priority for the Seahawks after
trading away Max Unger to the
New Orleans Saints. Along with
that opening, we lost James Carpenter this off-season to the New
York Jets.
Tye Smith
In the fifth round, the Seahawks added support at the corner position. Smith is a 6-foot,
190 pound corner that fits the

CWU

build of physical corners that
the Seahawks love having. Smith
played college ball at Townson
University. Losing Byron Maxwell in free agency and the slow
development of Tharold Simon
forced the Seahawks into looking
for more depth at the corner position.
Obum Gwatcham
This is a definite project pick
for the Seahawks. Gwatcham is a
defensive end from Oregon State
University. He only played one
year as a defensive end; prior to
that he was a wide receiver. His
late transition most likely shows

there is a lot of development left.
Coming from the wide receiver
position, it is easy to see that he
will be a fast pass rushing defensive end, very similar to Cliff
Avril. This could be a very nice
get for a sixth rounder if he continues to develop.
Kristjan Soloi
The offensive line was a major area of concern after losing
two starters this off-season, so
the Seahawks drafted Soloi to get
more depth in the sixth round at
the guard position. Soloi is an offensive guard from the University
of Buffalo. He stands at 6-foot-5,
290 pounds, and is a very athletic
lineman, which normally works
well in a zone blocking scheme,
like the Seahawks have.
Ryan Murphy
With their final pick, the Seahawks took a safety from Oregon State University (OSU).
Murphy is a player that has a ton
of experience starting in college.
He started 38 games over four
years for OSU and is a consistent
player that shows great durability. The Seahawks saw their back
safety leave this off-season so
adding some more depth in that
spot was a very good thing.
See related stories on P. 12 and 14.

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

The CWU-ROC is a
community project built

www.cwu.edu/wellness
recovery@cwu.edu
509-963-3213

on the idea that students
in recovery have a place
to call their own.

HAVEN
HOUSE
Beginning in Fall 2015, Central
Washington University is
proud to offer Haven House,
an on-campus living option
for students in recovery from
substance use and addiction.

#ReadTheO2015
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ROC
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Make arrangements to pick up your
to The Yellow Church Cafe by calling
Taylor Simental at 963-1095.
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Local talent strong in NFL draft
BY ZAC HERETH

Staff Reporter

The University of Washington (UW) Huskies’ defense was
able to dominate the first round
and a half of the NFL Draft this
past weekend with four players
going in the top 44 draft picks.
Auburn, Wash. native Danny
Shelton, projected as 3-4 nose
tackle, was the first off the board
going number 12 to the Cleveland Browns. He was soon followed by cornerback Marcus
Peters, who was dismissed from
the team midway through the
season, going to the Kansas City
Chiefs as pick 18.
Linebacker Shaq Thompson,
winner of the Paul Hornung
Award,went to the Carolina Panthers as pick 25.
Capping UW’s pro-producing
success was the New Orleans
Saints, taking defensive end
Hau’oli Kikaha with pick 44.
Across the state, their rival
in Pullman produced two draft
picks this year. Defensive tackle
Xavier Cooper, born in Tacoma, went in round three to the
Browns. He will join Shelton and
Washington State University teammate Vince vMayle, a
wide receiver taken in the fourth
round, as one of three players the

Browns took from Washington
schools this draft.
One other Washington school
was represented in the draft.
Eastern Washington University
tackle Jake Rodgers went in the
seventh round to the Atlanta Falcons. Rodgers, from Spokane,
was also the only player taken
from the Big Sky Conference,
which Eastern plays in.
After Peters was selected by
the Chiefs, the first thought that
popped into my mind was, “this
might be the best first round
pick.”
Peters was regarded by some
draft experts as the best overall
cornerback in the draft. The one
thing that hurt his draft-stock was
getting the boot from new coach,
and noted disciplinarian, Chris
Petersen.
The two didn’t seemed to get
along in Petersen’s initial year at
the helm of the Husky program.
Earlier in the year, Peters was
benched in a near upset against
Eastern’s potent passing-attack
for throwing what Petersen called
a tantrum on the sideline.
Peters is a long-range athlete with excellent ball skills. He
showed he was able to make
plays early in his career.
If one of these guys was a
sure thing, it had to be Shelton.

Many predicted the Browns to
take Shelton with their first firstround pick. Why wouldn’t they?
Shelton was not only a first team
All-American on the field, but
also an academic first team AllAmerican selection his senior
year.
Shelton has drawn some comparisons to another former standout nose tackle from the Pac-12,
Haloti Ngata. Ngata’s career
is the standard Shelton will be
compared to, but the Browns
will surely take him considering
the havoc Ngata caused up front
for the Baltimore Ravens for so
many years.
There are many guys that
will be getting a chance to make
teams on undrafted free agent
deals. None are more intriguing
than Washington wide receiver
Kasen Williams.
Two years ago, the 2010 Parade Magazine high school football Player of the Year was one
season away from being one of
the first wide receivers taken in
the 2014 draft if he chose to enter after his junior year.
Unfortunately for Williams,
he suffered a brutal broken leg
which ended his junior season
and hampered him through the
beginning of his senior year. The
combination of the injury and a

MCD22/FLICKR

new group of coaches that never
really saw Williams play to his
full potential, turned a possible
first round draft pick to an undrafted after thought.
Williams has been given a
chance by the Cincinnati Bengals and, of all the undrafted free
agents coming from Evergreen

State, he has the most potential
to make general managers and
coaches alike regret passing on
the uber-talented athlete that received a tough break.
See related stories on P. 12 and 13.

Check out the full story and more
online at cwuobserver.com.

#financialgenius

Want an A+ in financial education?
You can borrow our notes.
Visit the Student Union—a free online resource from U.S. Bank built to equip you with
knowledge to help manage your money, now and in the future. Get a chance to win a
1

$5,000 scholarship by completing our easy online modules at usbank.com/studentunion

No purchase necessary. 1. Scholarship eligibility restrictions apply. Refer to usbank.com/studentunion for details. Credit products
offered by U.S. Bank National Association. Deposit products offered by U.S. Bank National Association. Member FDIC. 150378 3/15
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Challenge course open for spring
BY JAKE NELSON

CWU challenge course

Staff Reporter

The big wooden structure just
northeast of Central’s campus
overlooking the baseball ﬁelds
isn’t just for show, in fact, the fully
functioning challenge course has
been a part of Central’s recreation repertoire since ﬁrst opening in 2007.
The Central Challenge
Course is now open for the 2015
spring season.
Melissa Robertson, Central’s
Challenge Course and climbing
coordinator, said it is beneﬁcial
for the university to have a challenge course for both student and
community use. Robertson oversees all of the challenge course
staﬀ, training, scheduling and
programming.
She also teaches some academic courses for challenge
course facilitation and leadership.
“When we think about the
word challenge, we really want to
think about stepping outside of
our comfort zone and growing,”
Robertson said. “Everything we
do out there at the challenge
course is intentional programming. It is not like a Disney
World experience where we just
go out there and have fun. Hope-

Hours: Wednesdays at 5 p.m. until

the end of summer
Cost: $5 students, $10 community
members

KRAMER CIRINEO/OBSERVER

COURSING The CWU Challenge Course is a popular destination for students looking to push themselves.

fully, we have fun as a result, but
it is really the application to everyday life.”
The Challenge Course is not
just about climbing up an obstacle: it provides many opportunities for groups to work through
a variety of tasks. According to
Robertson, there are many aspects of teamwork that groups
can work on at the Challenge
Course.
“We have had a corporate
group come in and focus on
communication. Or maybe they

are having some conﬂict in the
workplace; it is how we deal with
conﬂict,” Robertson said. “All
of our programs out there can
work on icebreakers, conﬂict and
leadership. We have a lot of student groups, sports clubs, athletics, community, diﬀerent school
districts, lots of conferences and
programs over the summer like
summer camps. It is open to everybody.”
Corrine Pruett, junior outdoor recreation management
major, has been working at the

Challenge course since January.
Though Pruett hasn’t been working at the course long, it means a
lot to her to have the opportunity
to work with people.
“Being a facilitator for the
course is really rewarding,” Pruett said. “If you do the programming successfully, you can see the
growth of individuals, as well as
the team dynamics.”
Hunter Dinsmore, freshman
business major, did the Challenge Course last summer with
his football team at the annual

Central Football Camp. He remembers doing the course with
his teammates and having a great
time.
“It was fun but scary- very
scary,” Dinsmore said. “I hate
heights, but by doing the course,
it made me less afraid of them. I
got more conﬁdence by doing the
challenge course and made more
friends, since all of the groups
were random.”
Dinsmore, who is a former
oﬀensive lineman, thought that,
by doing the challenge course, it
really helped the team bond and
become even closer, on and oﬀ
the football ﬁeld.
“Even the non-climbing
things, like the pieces of wood
we used to get across to the other
side, were fun, because having three big men on one small
platform wasn’t easy,” Dinsmore
said. “I really enjoyed the teambuilding activities.”

Check out the full story and more
online at cwuobserver.com.

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

•FRI: Comedy Night

•SAT: Gallery One Art Day
•Mother’s Day Brunch

with Sara Schaefer

•FRI-SUN: Fiddler on the Roof

Featuring Nelly’s Echo

presented by Central Theatre Ensemble

•& MUCH MORE!

•SAT: Farmer’s Market

SUNDAY

F R I DAY

MAY 8 - May 10

Full schedule, registration and ticket information: cwu.edu/campus-life

ASCWU ELECTIONS

VOTE TODAY
SURC EAST & WEST ENTRANCES OR ONLINE*
PRESIDENT
JOSE GARCIA
RYAN ANDERSON
VP FOR ACADEMIC
AFFAIRS
hauke harfst
VP FOR CLUBS &
ORGANIZATIONS
brittany kinsella
VP FOR STUDENT LIFE
& FACILITIES
WRITE-INS

EXECUTIVE VP
JOHNATHAN DE HAN
VP FOR LEGISLATIVE
AFFAIRS
vic savino
nina caldwell
VP FOR EQUITY &
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
olivia durham
yazmin aguilar

ALSO ON
THE BALLOT
STUDENT ARTS FEE
$50 PER QUARTER

UPDATES TO ASCWU
CONSTITUTION
*VOTE HERE
https://BALLOT.VOTEBUILDER.NET/CWU/

MUST WRITE IN FIRST
OR LAST NAME

AMENITIES

Plus: SWIMMING POOL! VOLLEYBALL! BASKETBALL!
Air conditioning and Baseboard heating NOW ACCEPTING
CALL 509-925-7275
Kitchen: Refrigerator, Oven, and Range Applications for Fall
Ample Storage areas and Parking
and visit
1
and
2
Bedroom
On-site Laundry Facility
collegeparkapts.com
Water, Sewer and Garbage included
Units Available

